


Heritance® 8070 Copper River with 4 1/2" Louver and Bypass Track Frame with Standard Valance

Because character  
never goes out of style. 

No one does more with the 

timeless look of shutters 

than Hunter Douglas. We 

merge the best materials, 

meticulous craftsmanship, 

and functional, clean design 

to give you more superior 

choices in shutters than  

any other window covering  

company. From the rich quality  

of Heritance® Hardwood  

Shutters* to the innovation  

of NewStyle® Hybrid  

Shutters to the practicality  

of Palm Beach™ Polysatin™  

Shutters, Hunter Douglas 

Custom Shutters have your 

style covered. And in so 

many distinctive ways. 

* Currently not available in Canada.



Warm. Sophisticated. Enduring.

Heritance® Hardwood Shutters* embody the natural beauty 

that is genuine hardwood. Backing these good looks are  

durable construction and the lustrous Integra™ finish,  

which uses multiple coats to produce a finish that lasts 

and lasts. Plus, Heritance shutters are available in a vast 

selection of frame choices, specialty shapes and louver 

sizes, and a range of timeless paints and stains, including  

a custom color option. Now that’s an investment in style.

8004 Goldenrod with 3 1/2" Louver and Classic Z-Frame with Classic L-Frame as Sill
* Currently not available in Canada.



Artistic. Natural. Stylish. 

Guaranteed to catch your eye, these genuine hardwood 

shutters from the Heritance® Handcrafted Series* boast  

a style all their own. The color and character of the  

wood are uniquely accented by using innovative,  

designer finishing techniques found in today’s high-end 

wood floors, cabinetry and furniture. Choose from  

six techniques: Glazed, Glazed & Burnished, Classic  

Distressed, Heirloom Distressed, Rustic or Textured, or 

combine techniques for a truly unique look. Designed  

by nature’s hand. Artistically finished by ours.

 

8014 Auburn with 01 Ebony Glaze with 2 1/2" Louver and Colonial Z-Frame
* Currently not available in Canada.



Fashionable. Superior Strength. 
Lasting Value. 

Blend the strength and straightness of man-made materials  

with the natural style of wood, and you get a shutter  

that’s both practical and beautiful. NewStyle® Hybrid  

Shutters are crafted in just this way. And with the  

Finetech® finish, you enjoy the look of real wood with  

a micro-smooth, low-luster finish to complement what’s 

trending in today’s décor. Choose from five classic solids 

and four UltraGrain™ finishes that  

replicate the color and pattern of  

real wood.

6600 Crisp White with 3 1/2" Louver and Trim Casing Frame with Standard 1 5⁄8" L-Frame as Sill



Innovative. Reliable.  
Indestructible Style.

Discover the beauty of durability. Palm BeachTM PolysatinTM 

Shutters are guaranteed to never warp, crack, fade, chip, 

peel or discolor—even under the toughest conditions. 

Made from an advanced polysatin compound, these  

shutters also feature the look of a finely painted shutter 

thanks to the DuraLuxTM finish. Durability now comes  

with gorgeous style.  

5136 Bright White with 3 1/2" Louver and Modern Z-Frame with Modern Z-Sill Frame



Motorized. Convenient.  
Precise Control.

PowerView® Motorization is perfect for hands-free louver 

operation, especially for hard-to-reach windows. Motorized 

shutters work with PowerView accessories, including the 

Pebble® Remote, PowerView® Hub and PowerView® App. 

When used with the PowerView App, your shutters can be 

automated to operate on a schedule you set, and can even 

be operated remotely. Complete  

privacy and light control at the  

touch of a button.

Palm Beach™ 5136 Bright White with 4 1/2" Louver, Standard L-Frame and PowerView® Motorization



Smart Connections  
Beyond the Window. 

Today’s connected home is more advanced, and easier to 

control, than ever before. With PowerView® Motorization, 

your home’s shutters are part of this convenient technology, 

delivering the connected lifestyle you demand—right from 

the smart devices you use every day.

Please be sure to visit the PowerView® Compatibility 

page at hunterdouglas.com for the latest information 

on compatible systems and devices. 

The PowerView® App is available on Apple® iOS  
and Android™ mobile devices, and requires the 
PowerView® Hub for operation.

Apple is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in  
the U.S. and other countries.

Android is a trademark of Google Inc. 



Heritance® Hardwood Shutters* NewStyle® Hybrid Shutters Palm Beach™ Polysatin™ Shutters

Louver sizes 2½", 3½" and 4½" 2½", 3½" and 4½" 2½", 3½" and 4½"

Color options 36 popular paints and stains, plus custom  
color matching.

Five classic white shades and four UltraGrain™ finishes. Three popular white shades.

Shutter finish Lustrous, long-lasting Integra™ finish. Resilient low-luster finish that replicates the warmth 
and beauty of fine wood.

Polysatin compound that won’t warp, crack, fade, chip, 
peel or discolor.

Construction Like fine furniture, custom crafted using Truemill® 
dovetail joints.

Custom crafted using fine-furniture Truemill dovetail 
joints and Crosslink™ construction.

Outdoor-grade polysatin compound with aluminum and 
resin reinforcements for maximum strength.

Frame options 15 decorative styles to meet diverse installation needs. 17 decorative styles to meet diverse installation needs. 12 decorative styles to meet diverse installation needs.

Configuration options Standard hinged panels, Bypass or Bi-Fold track  
systems and many specialty applications, including 
arches, eyebrows, arch top and angle top panels,  
French door cut-outs, and bay or corner windows.

Standard hinged panels, Bypass or Bi-Fold track  
systems and many specialty applications, including 
arches, eyebrows, arch top and angle top panels, 
French door cut-outs, and bay or corner windows.

Standard hinged panels, Bypass or Bi-Fold track  
systems and many specialty applications, including 
arches, eyebrows, French door cut-outs, and bay or  
corner windows.

Operating systems Traditional front tilt; discreet TruView™ rear tilt. Traditional front tilt; discreet TruView rear tilt. Traditional front tilt; discreet TruView rear tilt; patented 
HiddenTilt™ operating system; PowerView® Motorization.

Quick delivery Lead times dramatically shorter than industry standards. Lead times dramatically shorter than industry standards. Lead times dramatically shorter than industry standards.

Energy efficiency Insulation: 
Solar Heat Control: 
Daylighting: 
Ultraviolet Protection: 
Sound Absorption:

Insulation: 
Solar Heat Control: 
Daylighting: 
Ultraviolet Protection: 
Sound Absorption:

Insulation: 
Solar Heat Control: 
Daylighting: 
Ultraviolet Protection: 
Sound Absorption:

Summer solar heat gain Reduces up to 76%**. Reduces up to 81%**. Reduces up to 85%.

Winter solar heat loss Reduces up to 29%. Reduces up to 42%. Reduces up to 24%.

Child safety features No cords for superior safety. No cords for superior safety. No cords for superior safety.

UV blocking Yes, 99% when louvers are closed. Yes, 99% when louvers are closed. Yes, 99% when louvers are closed.

Coordination Colors, frames and louver sizes coordinate with  
Custom Shutter products.

Colors, frames and louver sizes coordinate with  
Custom Shutter products.

Colors, frames and louver sizes coordinate with  
Custom Shutter products.

Certifications GREENGUARD GOLD Certified. GREENGUARD GOLD Certified. GREENGUARD GOLD Certified; GREENGUARD Listed for 
Microbial Resistance; NFPA-701 Certified.

Warranty Hunter Douglas Lifetime Guarantee. Hunter Douglas Lifetime Guarantee. Hunter Douglas Lifetime Guarantee. 
Palm Beach™ Promise™.

Cleaning Clean with dry, soft cloth. Clean with dry, soft cloth. Dust with a soft, dry cloth or clean with mild soap and 
water. Never use ammonia-based products.

  *  Star Adjustments: Subtract 3 stars from solar heat control for dark colors. Subtract 1 star from daylighting for dark colors.
** Darker colors provide significantly less reduction.

* 
*

=  Exceptional 
Performance

=  Minimal or  
No Contribution

* 
*

Heritance® 8070 Copper River with 4 1/2" Louver and Colonial Z-Frame with Sill Frame
* Currently not available in Canada.



For over 70 years, Hunter Douglas has 
offered customers the finest, customized 

window fashions. All Hunter Douglas custom 
shutters are designed and assembled with 

relentless attention to quality in the USA and 
Canada, and are backed by an exclusive 

lifetime guarantee.

Heritance® Hardwood Shutters

NewStyle® Hybrid Shutters

Palm Beach™ Polysatin™ Shutters

Heritance® Handcrafted Series
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